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Welcome
In a lot of ways, this year’s festival is a milestone for me. I was in a band that
played at the first annual Ska Fest. If you had said to me then that the crazy group
of haphazard fans and small promoters—held together with duct tape, dancehall,
and all the passion that makes a local music scene great—was going to keep this
festival going for ten years, or even five...
Well, I’d have said you were crazy.
Actually, I think I did say they were crazy. Years went by and as I got further
away from the front of the stage, I felt I needed to do something to give back to
those who’d given me so much. And here I am, helping to ring in the tenth year of
circus-like antics and skanking in the sun.
The festival is a bit of a bigger monster than it was in the old days and no less
daunting to organize, but a few important things remain true to everyone involved.
This is a truly grassroots, by-the-people-for-the-people event. It’s driven by
passion, friendship, and loyalty to the fans.
On behalf of the Board of Directors and
everyone involved, I want to welcome you
to this year’s Ska Fest. We put together
a lineup of talent that gives a nod
to the last ten years and looks
forward to the next ten. I’m
sure when you see the dozens
of volunteers, musicians,
and organizers rocking with
thousands of fans you’ll get
a sense of why we continue
to do all this.
Enjoy!

DClark

Darryl Clark
Treasurer
Victoria BC Ska Society

A Little Bit of Trivia....
Ska is a music genre that originated in Jamaica in the late 1950 s and
was a precursor to rocksteady and reggae. Ska combined elements
of Caribbean mento and calypso with American jazz and rhythm and
blues. It is characterized by a walking bass line, accented guitar or
piano rhythms on the offbeat, and in some cases, jazz-like horn riffs.
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Message from the Mayor

Band Bios A-Z

It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the City
of Victoria and the 10th Anniversary of the Victoria
Ska Festival.
Over the last ten years this outstanding festival
has brought people together to celebrate music,
artists, and community. Victoria’s Annual Ska
Fest has become a much anticipated event
in Victoria, drawing world class artists and
thousands of music lovers into the City.
I want to congratulate the Victoria BC Ska Society on ten successful
years and best wishes for the next ten to come. Victoria’s Annual
Ska Fest has grown into the largest and longest running festival of
its kind in North America, and the City of Victoria is proud to play
host to this great event.
This year, like the last nine years, will be an excellent experience.
The line up of talent is remarkable, offering a variety
of musical genres and styles that everyone can enjoy.
For those of you who are visiting us from away,
I sincerely hope you also take the time to
explore our beautiful city - our great
downtown, unique communities, and
stunning natural landscape all around us.
Enjoy the music.
Sincerely,

Brave New Waves

Dean Fortin
Dean Fortin
Mayor of Victoria

Year 1 - 2000

And so it began, a make-work
project for Dane Roberts to
complete a practical work
term towards his degree
at UVic. Bands such as the
Scofflaws, King Django, Chris
Murray and Pressure Cooker
all agreed to play at the first
ever Victoria Ska Festival.
What started out as a oneday event at Market Square
soon became much more.
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Sombrio ska?
Jordan River
reggae? Brave
New Waves, a
five-piece reggaeska outfit from
Victoria, always bring the tide high with their
sun-splashed beach party grooves. The busy
second-year band always delivers a sublime
dance party, whether at bars, pubs, house
parties, beach parties, or on boats, proving that
what comes up must get down.

Chris Murray

One of the most
influential figures
to grow from the
Canadian ska scene,
Murray fronted
Toronto outfit King
Apparatus in the 80s
and 90s before rolling his marbles and moving
to L.A., where he honed his acoustic one-man
ska band style. He’s performed from shoreline
to shoreline all over the world and collaborated
with the Slackers, Hepcat, the Planet Smashers,
Neville Staple, and many more. Get ready for a
rock steady sing-a-long!

The Victoria BC Ska Society
is a non-profit organization
comprised of a handful of
organizers, volunteers and Board
of Directors. The Ska Society’s
main goal is to improve and
evolve Victoria’s Annual Ska
Festival every year. The Society
also strives to promote ska
and its related genres through
various events in our region. All
those involved in the Society
have a burning passion for
supporting the ska and reggae
scene throughout Vancouver
Island, the Lower Mainland,
Canada and the rest of the world.
Learn more about us @
www.victoriaskafest.ca

Contact
Victoria BC Ska Society
info@victoriaskafest.ca

Board Members
Andrea Archer, Darryl Clark,
Chris Cowley, Randy Gelling,
Dave Hart, Byron Maier,
Scot Rounding, Scott Stewart

Ska Festival Organizers
D’Arcy Briggs, Amy Chase,
Stephen Chatterton, Darcy
Douglas, Heather Furneaux,
Brooklyn Galloway, Nev Gibson,
Jada LeBlanc, Rob Letts,
Dane Roberts, Paul Scibak
Graphic Design Director
Jada LeBlanc
poster.artist@gmail.com

Festival Photographers
Aaron & Emmy McMillan
eaphoto.ca
Geoff Robson

A Little Bit of Trivia....

Music historians typically divide the
history of ska into three periods: the
original Jamaican ska scene of the
1960s, the 2 Tone ska revival that
started in England in the late 1970s,
and the third wave ska movement,
which started in the 1980s. All of these
varieties are showcased every year at
Victoria’s Annual Ska Festival.

Web Site Guy
Nev Gibson

Program Design & Layout
Brooklyn Galloway
brooxiedesign.com
Editorial Assistant
Matt Carter
Program Printing
Industry Images

Ska Trivia
Answer.com & Wikipedia.org
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Band Bios A-Z
Dread Daze

Time for positive vibrations! Dread Daze will
have you California dreaming with their uplifting
mix of reggae, hip-hop, soul, and rock. The
musicians have performed with Steel Pulse, Beres
Hammond, Arrested Development, Fishbone,
Half Pint, and Mikey Dread, among other big
names. Dread Daze proves that the spirit of one
love and equality is best served over fresh riddims and rhymes.

Band Bios A-Z
Greg Crowe & the Scarlet Union

Are you ready for a Manitoba mash up? Greg Crowe, a
mainstay of the Winnipeg music scene since 1992, has
performed in rock and ska bands Whole Lotta Milka, The
Wedgewoods, and the Greg Milka Crowe Band, and now
comes to Ska Fest with the Scarlet Union, which mixes soul
and rockabilly in with healthy doses of ska and reggae.

The Hoochy Girls

If the Aquabats went on a two-month gin Jello shooter and Mini-Wheats binge, they’d
probably transform into the Hoochy Girls.
Victoria’s masters of frantic apathy and
inappropriate pants have risen from the couch
to blitz the Victoria Ska Fest with a reunion
round of crazy songs and crazy ska. They
aren’t famous…but they sure are infamous.

The Fabulous LoLo

Mike Gasselsdorfer

LoLo, aka the Queen of Ska, aka Lorraine Mueller,
is well known for her vocal and saxophone work
in Lo and the Magnetics and the now-defunct
Kingpins. At Ska Fest, LoLo will be backed
by Stepper, and their plan of action is to lead
skanksters through a set of ska and reggae classics.

Georgetown Orbits

It’s the boss sound from the Puget Sound! The
Georgetown Orbits have returned to the Victoria Ska
Fest, smuggling their love of trad ska, moody reggae,
and heavy horns across the border. Lynval
Golding of the Specials praised the Orbits,
saying “they’re one of those bands that
reminds me of where I come from.”

Year 4 - 2003

For the 4th Annual Grand Finale,
Chris Murray and Slackers lead
man Vic Ruggiero performed
a memorable duet. A one of a
kind performance in Victoria
up until this year. Don’t miss
another historic performance
as the two team up once again
at the Friday shows.
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Green

SkaFest

Little by little, over the last few years, Ska Fest has been taking
the necessary steps to lower our impact on the environment.
Through waste reduction programs, carbon neutral goals, and
sustainable partnerships, we are one step closer. We invite everyone
to contribute by walking, riding or taking the bus to festival. Also
to help our GREEN initiatives, please use our various recycle and
composting containers available throughout the event.
Check out these websites of just a few of our sustainable partners:
Offsetters
offsetters.ca
Surfrider Victoria
surfrider.org
CRD Event Recycling
www.crd.bc.ca
Wilderness Committee
wildernesscommitteevictoria.org
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Band Bios A-Z
Jah Cutta & Determination Band

On the bill for the Victoria Ska Fest for the first time is Jah
Cutta, one of Canada’s reggae superstars who has dropped
positive vibes over dance-heavy beats for more than 20
years. He and the Determination Band are renowned for
their ferocious live performances and have shared the
stage with Peter Tosh, the Wailers, Gregory Isaacs, Beenie
Man, and Buju Banton.

The Kiltlifters

Just like the Victoria Ska Fest, The Kiltlifters
celebrated a tenth anniversary in 2009, making
them the longest active running ska band on Van
Isle. The band rallies a crazy west coast blend of
modern and old school ska, punk rock, reggae,
jazz, and hip hop—anything to get the party
started and cravers dancing. Check yer shorts
and inhibitions at the door!

Los Furios

Ska, punk, and reggae come together
as one when Los Furios take over the
stage. Voted one of Van City’s best
live acts, Los Furios are veterans of
the Warped Tour and past Victoria Ska
Festivals and have toured
extensively for nearly 10
years, performing highenergy shows that are
tailor-made for jumping,
dancing, and skanking.

TICKETS
ON SALE

JULY 18TH

La Severa Matacera

From South America to North America comes La
Severa Matacera. The band is making their third
visit to Victoria, which included a set in the grand
finale concert for the seventh Victoria Ska Fest.
The band formed in 1995 and plays a mix of ska,
reggae, latin, and funk through a perspective of
hard rock and Colombian music.

Year 5 - 2004

There were many notable milestones to celebrate in year
five, including the performance of Victoria’s youngest
ska band, the Hoochy Girls. Don’t miss them this year,
reunited and all grown up! As well, Ska Fest welcomed
a diverse international lineup including Jamaican reggae
legend Strangejah Cole, Califfo De Luxe from Italy, and
Dr. Ring Ding from Germany.
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SKA MENU

SKA MENU

INNER HARBOUR

FESTIVAL KICK OFF
Show @ 5:15pm - 9:30pm
Maskatesta (Mexico City, Mexico)
The Kiltlifters (Victoria/Nanaimo, BC)
Band TBA

FREE
INNER HARBOUR

LATIN-REGGAE MASH-UP

Doors @ 5:00pm / Show @ 5:15pm - 9:30pm
Los Rastrillos (Mexico City, Mexico)
Ticketed *
La Severa Matacera (Bogota, Colombia)
$19.50 Tequila Mockingbird Orchestra (Victoria, BC)

FRIDAY EXTRAVAGANZA

INNER HARBOUR

FREE

Show @ 12:30 - 4pm
Dread Daze (Los Angeles, CA)
Brave New Waves (Victoria, BC)
Greg Crowe & The Scarlet Union (Winnipeg, MB)

Ticketed *

$22.00
INNER HARBOUR

FREE

Doors @ 5pm / Show @ 5:15 - 9:30pm
The Slackers ( New York, NY)
Chris Murray (Toronto, ON)
Georgetown Orbits (Seattle, WA)

SATURDAY WARM UP
Show @ 12:30 - 4pm
Los Furios (Vancouver, BC)
The Fabulous Lo Lo (Montreal, QB)
Stepper (Montreal, QB)
Rude City Riot (Vancouver, BC)

VENUE LOCATIONS
Victoria Inner Harbour/Ship Point: 800 Wharf Street
Element NightClub: 919 Douglas Street
The Victoria Curling Club: 1952 Quadra Street
Lucky Bar: 517 Yates
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W
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8th
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9th
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10th
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11th

ALL AGES EVENTS
Most Ska Fest events welcome all-ages. Privileges to the on-site
Beverage Gardens will only be granted to those of 19yrs + with
valid ID and wearing the appropriate wristband.

REGGAE AFTER PARTY
@ Element NightClub

Doors @ 9pm / Show @ 10pm - 2am
Jah Cutta & The Determination Band (Montreal, QB)
at The Door
Subatomic Sound System (Brooklyn, NY)
La Severa Matacera (Bogota, Colombia)
$15.00
Get information about our Festival Workshop Series on
page 13. Workshops take place at Long & McQuade.

AFTER SLACKERS PARTY
@ Lucky Bar

Doors @ 10pm / Show @ 10:30pm - 2am
Vic Ruggiero ( New York, NY)
Chris Murray (Toronto, ON)
DJ Soul Scorcher (Victoria, BC)

* Ticketed

$15.00

FESTIVAL GRAND FINALE
@ The Victoria Curling Club

Doors @ 7pm / Show @ 7:30pm - 1:30am
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones ( Boston, MA)
Voodoo Glow Skulls (Los Angeles, CA)
* Ticketed
One Drop (Victoria, BC)
$45.00
The Hoochy Girls (Victoria, BC)
advance prices
GET YOUR TICKETS IN ADVANCE * may
vary from
Victoria: Lyle’s Place, Ditch Records & The Reef
door prices
Duncan: Area 51
Vancouver : Zulu Records,
Nanaimo: Fascinating Rhythms High Life Records
Saltspring Island: B-Side Surf
& Red Cat Records
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Band Bios A-Z
Los Rastrillos

Veterans of the music scene for nearly 20 years, Los
Rastrillos was first introduced to local crowds at a legendary
Market Square performance at the 2007 Victoria Ska
Festival. The band has shared the stage with Pato
Banton, Black Uhuru, Jimmy Cliff, and Los Lobos,
and returns to whip up festival crowds with their
blend of ska, reggae, Mexican pop, jazz, and funk.

Maskatesta

Oi and olé! Seven-piece latin-ska band
Maskatesta combine their home-grown
Mexican sounds with a love of English
two-tone ska, frosty beverages, and having
a good time. The band formed in 2002 and has
toured extensively throughout Mexico, releasing five
demos and albums, including 2008’s “¿Que quieres
que te diga?” (“What do you want me to say to you?”)

Band Bios A-Z
One Drop

These are the days for Victoria band reunions
at Ska Fest, including One Drop, a gang of
hooligans whose raw reggae and punk shows
were legendary in the local scene for six
loud years. The band broke up in 2008, but it
wouldn’t be right to host the tenth
annual Ska Fest without them—
don’t miss their performance!
(You gotta relate to a band
that names their tour van
Gorgeous Gord the Ford.)

..............................................................

QUA LITY USED
INSTRUMENTS
A CCESSORIES

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones are ska-core
pioneers and one of North America’s most enduring
ska acts. While many fans are familiar with their
Billboard #1 hit, The Impression That I Get, the
band’s catalog includes eight albums recorded over
the last 20 years, all considered ska-punk-metal
classics. Be sure to catch these legends in their
first show on Van Isle in 12 years!

Year 6 - 2005

Artistic Director Dane Roberts receives his first
gray hair. Long Beach ShortBus just barely make
the last ferry to Victoria after being held up at the
border. The Grand Finale show comes to a halt
waiting for them to arrive. It was a true miracle
when they pulled up, got out of the vehicle with
instruments in tow and headed directly to the
stage via the side door. No time for formalities.
Fishbone headlined directly after, continuing to
play while the arena lights went on.
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REPA IRS

Rude City Riot

Victoria, could ska ever get away
from you? Doubtful, with bands like
Rude City Riot in the B.C. scene.
The six-piece power-ska band from
Vancouver formed in late 2007
and combines a variety of musical
pedigrees with a reverence for ska and
punk rock and catchy hooks to turn
crowds into full-blown riots.

..............................................................

110 – 2605 Bridge St
Victoria BC

250-388-4844

Tues to Sat, 10 am – 5 pm

................................................................
W W W.BRA SSA NDW OODW IND.CA
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Festival Workshops

Band Bios A-Z
The Slackers

Quite simply, The Slackers are one of North
America’s most prolific and well-loved ska bands.
Formed in the early 1990s, the band has recorded
more than 15 albums and delivered gritty and soulful
ska, rocksteady, reggae, dub, and jazz sounds around
the planet. Anyone and everyone—rudies, rastas,
punks, married girls, old dogs, and international war
criminals—will dig dancing to the Slackers.

Stepper

Stepper turns up your soundsystem with a raucous
blend of punk, rock, ska, and reggae. The five
musicians in the Montreal via Calgary band have
previously performed in a variety of notable
Canadian groups including Interstellar Root Cellar,
Strugglah, and General Rudie. The band will be
pulling double-duty, backing the Fabulous LoLo in
a set of old school ska and rocksteady classics.

Subatomic Sound System

Heavy beats, Brooklyn-style! SSS mash up dub,
dubstep, dancehall, hip hop, drum & bass, and
broken beat, combining the flow and diversity
of DJ sets with the energy and improvisation of
bands and the sound manipulation techniques of
the studio laboratory. Whether troddin’ along at 88
beats per minute with chilled grooves or exploding at
188 beats per minute, SSS sets the drums free.

It’ s in the Lyrics....
2000 - Pressure Cooker leads a chant of “Eggplant!”
2002 - Pietasters keep the crowd “knock, knock, knockin’ at
my front door, girl take it easy...”
2007 - Neville Staple sang some of his original Specials lyrics:
“Rudy, a message to you ...Stop your messin’ around...”
2008 - Skatalites, the creators of ska sing out “Simmer
down, like you never did before...”
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The Victoria BC Ska Society is very excited to once again be presenting
a workshop series as part of Victoria’s 10th Anniversary Ska Festival.
Please sign up in advance for either or both of these amazing opportunity
workshops at the Long & McQuade Music Education Centre.
For more info please call 250-384-3620

Mexican Sounds Inside Reggae
with Los Rastrillos

FREE

Thursday July 9th | 1 pm - 2 pm
@ Long & McQuade Music Education Centre
Mexico City’s Los Rastrillos have been on the scene for over 20 years
playing irresistible reggae mixed with ska, jazz, and other styles. But
what is it that helps make their music have an authentic sound and
feel? Clearly there are many different strains of reggae throughout
the world and thousands of bands bring their own influences that
meld into reggae music that came out of Jamaica. Come to this
workshop and learn about the Prehispanic (pre-Spanish conquest)
and the Mestizo instruments (after the Spanish conquest) that were
intertwined into much of the reggae music you hear in Mexico. Join
Los Rastrillos’ Arturo Galvan, Gerardo Pimentel, Enrique Noguez and
Ruben Perez and learn specifically how these instruments and stylistic
evolutions help make Los Rastrillos’ sound blend into the band we all
love and enjoy today.

Strum Ska! - Ska Guitar Workshop
with Chris Murray

FREE

Thursday July 9th | 3 pm - 4 pm
@ Long & McQuade Music Education Centre
Victoria BC Ska Society is very proud to host Chris Murray – one of
North America’s ska legends to come and teach this not to be missed
ska guitar workshop. The workshop will cover the origins of ska
and its development through its other closely related musical styles
including rock steady, reggae, skinhead reggae and two-tone/modern
ska (with focus on the use of guitar in ska music). Chris Murray will
also discuss ska musicians that have and continue to influence his
playing. Bring your guitar if you like!

2822 Nanaimo Street
Victoria BC
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Ska Festival Supporters

Band Bios A-Z
Tequila Mockingbird
Orchestra

Government Supporters

Well well well, Victoria’s own practitioners of
gypsy-ska are making a return to the Vic Ska Fest,
fresh off a four-month tour and recording session
in Europe in 2008. The band’s multilingual combination of Russian folk songs, African rhythms,
reggae, hip hop, and ska performed acoustically
makes for a truly fresh and organic dance party.

Vic Ruggiero

Coming straight out of the Bronx, musician, songwriter,
and producer Vic Ruggiero is one of ska’s most recognizable voices. Perhaps most well known for his role as
singer and keyboardist in the Slackers, Ruggiero has also
composed, performed, and recorded with the Stubborn
All-Stars, SKAndalous All-Stars, Rancid, The Transplants,
Dave Hillyard & The Rocksteady 7, Chris Murray, and
King Django, in addition to a number of solo recordings.

Voodoo Glow Skulls

Canadian
Heritage

Patrimoine
Canadien

Gold

Silver

How many ska-punk bands have lasted for
more than 20 years and sold more than a
million records? The Voodoo Glow Skulls
fit the bill. Known for singing in both
Spanish and English, the band fuses punk,
ska, hardcore, and Mexican sounds—often
at blistering tempos. This is the definitive
California street music, Charlie Brown.

Ska Festival is fueled by
100% Pure
Volunteer Power.
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Many Thanks! to all of our hard working volunteers,
who make the Annual Victoria Ska Festival possible.

Bronze
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Ska Calendar
The Kiltlifters 10th Anniversary
& CD release Event
Saturday August 1st, 2009 | Doors at 10 pm
@ The Queens, Nanaimo, BC
Dress up like a pirate and celebrate at the Kiltlifters Third Annual
Dirty Pirate Party, Ten Year Anniversary show, and CD release
party all in one night!

Pato Banton & the Now Generation Band
Sunday August 9th, 2009
@ Element Nightclub, Victoria, BC
Tickets available at Lyle’s Place, The Reef, Strathcona Hotel & Ticketweb.ca

Riddim Ridin’ nuff Reggae & Dancehall
Every Thursday | 8 - 12 pm | No Cover
@ The Reef, Victoria, BC
Featuring Selector Likkle b.

CFUV 101.9 FM Radio
Skankster’s Paradise - Ska | Sundays 5 - 6 pm
Pepperpot - Dancehall/Soca/Roots | Saturdays 6 - 7 pm
Alive & Dread - African/Reggae | Saturdays 7 - 9 pm
Musicales Postales - Latin Music | Sundays 12:30 pm - 2 pm
Listen to all your favourite Victoria Ska Festival bands on any of
these radio programs.

skaail

You've got Ska!

m

Sign-up for Ska Mail at
www.victoriaskafest.ca

Stay current with all the latest
happenings of your local Ska scene!
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